
TUBESHEET/CONDENSER REPAIRS:

TERMINOLOGY:

“Condenser” is defined as a heat-transfer device that reduces a thermodynamic fluid from its
vapour phase to its liquid phase, as in a vapour-compression refrigeration plant or a condensing steam
power plant. “Heat exchanger” is a more general term. It is defined as any device based on heat-transfer
from one liquid to the next or to the environment which functions in the heating or cooling of fluids with or
without phase change. In both condenser and heat exchanger, there is one common feature: transfer of heat.
In condensers, this transfer of heat is accompanied by phase change (vapour to water), whereas in the heat
exchanger, that may or may not be the case.

Heat exchange devices may come under various names: condensers, radiators, chillers, coolers, etc. These
heat exchangers may all have different names, purposes, and functions, but they all suffer the same
destructive effects under corrosive attack.

“SHELL and TUBE” MODEL:

Most common model of heat exchanger device is probably the “shell and tube” model, which normally
consists of a cast iron or steel shell containing a calculated number of tubes with certain diameters. Tubes
rest on a tube plate made out of brass, or copper/zinc alloy (muntz metal), or copper/zinc/tin alloy
(admiralty metal). Water flow regulated by dividers is extremely turbulent creating rapid erosion. What’s
more, bimetallic corrosion due to existence of various metals is unfortunately almost always aggravated by
the generally corrosive nature of cooling water used. When you add on top of this, commonly encountered
real life factors like poor water treatment and lack of proper maintenance, you can see why heat exchangers
require more systematic attention by UNIQUE POLYMER SYSTEMS products.

Most common problems are de-zincification of the tube plate and graphitisation of the division bars. While
such problems are easily solved by UPS205 ENGINEERING FLUID GRADE CERAMIC, heat
limitations of UPS’s advanced polymers (2500C-DRY/1200C-WET) coupled with access problems prevent
“polymer repairs” from being carried out more extensively, i.e. inside the shell. Polymer repairs on tube
sheet plates are generally exposed to moderate temperatures like 480C.

A FEW HINTS and TIPS:

Before attempting any such repair, make sure that the unit is in sound mechanical condition.

Tube/Tube Sheet interfaces shall be checked for leaks. Such leaks can easily be repaired with UPS105
ENGINEERING GRADE METAL REPAIR prior to tube sheet repair. Check for leaks again after
sealing.

Tubes must be dry and all metal surfaces properly blast cleaned. Use compressed air to blow out and dry
any standing water and clean, angular grit to achieve white metal surface with 50 – 75 microns profile.
Blow out dust or grit to clean tubes and tube sheet plate after blasting.

CAUTION:



COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY, WHICH IS COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS “AIR”, USED MUST BE
WATER AND OIL FREE! IF YOU HAVE OIL IN AIR, YOU WILL IN EFFECT BE PLACING
“RELEASE AGENT” ON THE SUBSTRATE, WHILE BLOW DRYING, WHICH WILL SEVERELY
REDUCE ADHESION OF IPI IPN CERAMICS! CHECK FOR OIL AND WATER CONTENT BY
HOLDING A CLEAN WHITE RAG/PAPER A FEW CMS AWAY FROM AIR SUPPLY FOR 2-3
MINUTES AND OBSERVE PAPER/RAG CLOSELY TO SEE IF THERE IS ANY OIL OR WATER! IF
THERE IS OIL, STOP! ASK FOR THE REMOVAL OF OIL/WATER FROM AIR OR A TOTALLY
NEW AIR SOURCE!

Use slightly larger diameter corks than the internal diameter of the tubes in order to seal corks firmly. Tap
with a piece of plywood or metal plate on all corks simultaneously to level them.

Starting from the centre, working to outside edges, apply UPS200 ENGINEERING PASTE CERAMIC
using a pressing action. All deep gauges and open spaces should be rebuilt. Feather edging in flat areas
where there are no tubes is fine.

Division bar seal area should be carefully rebuilt using a square former cut to size with a thickness equal to
the width of the seal area to be rebuilt.
This former should be coated with UPS205 ENGINEERING FLUID GRADE CERAMIC is then
applied on it and on tube sheet to avoid trapping air. Former is carefully clamped into place. After UPS200
ENGINEERING GRADE PASTE CERAMIC  has solidified, former is removed.

UPS205 FLUID GRADE ENGINEERING CERAMIC is applied over all surfaces with a stiff bristle
brush while UPS205 FLUID GRADE ENGINEERING CERAMIC is partially cured but still slightly
tacky. If due to scheduling, UPS205 FLUID GRADE ENGINEERING CERAMIC is allowed to cure
totally hard and tack free (like overnight cure), then a brush blast followed by UPS SOLVENT CLEANER
wash should be carried out to “re-tackify” the surfaces. Due to superior pinhole hunting capability of,
UPS205 ENGINEERING FLUID GRADE CERAMIC one coat will do. If in doubt, apply second coat.
Allow overnight cure.

Tap the corks gently into the tubes using a ball pean hammer. Smooth and chamfer the jagged edges with a
cone grinder, so that the edges will be nicely finished and there will not be any chipping during cork
removal. A corkscrew or a packing puller will do nicely to remove the loosened corks, although some
prefer more drastic measures like, “blowing the corks” from the other end using compressed air.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR UNIQUE POLYMER INDUSTRIES
ON:

Email: sales@uniquepolymersystems.com - Tel: +44 (0) 1531 636300 Fax: +44 (0) 870 055 8801
Quarry House, Hollybush, Ledbury, Herefordshire HR8 1ET England.
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